
INTEGRATE EPIGENETICS  

INTO YOUR BUSINESS

Given the global crisis caused by the

Covid19 virus, it's critical that individ

uals build their immune systems as

quickly and appropriately as possible

to minimize the risk of infection. The

Cell WellBeing technology is one of

the world's leading tools in helping to

provide a tool for assessing an indi

vidual's nutritional and immune

system deficiencies.

THE S-DRIVE

The key component is the S-Drive technology which maps the
hair root bulb for key epigenetic indicators and returns a full
report back in just 15 minutes. This S-Drive is FDA compliant
for general wellness technology, and is non-invasive and easy
to use.

Digital information is gathered using four root follicles,
plucked from the head of the client. The S-Drive then 'maps'
the hairs in order to highlight environmental exposures, food
and additive sensitivities, nutrient demands, viral and fungal
factors and even electrical interference influences (EMFs).

The S-Drive then sends this coded information to Germany
where powerful computers using sophisticated logarithms
decode and suggest which epigenetic signals influence gene
expression. The returned report proposes changes to diet, nu
trition and lifestyle that could be adopted to support optimal
gene expressionand wellness.



National Distributor for Cell-Wellbeing, HamburgGermany

THE REPORT

The fullypersonalized 30+page report

covers vitamins, minerals, antioxi-

dants, fatty acids and amino acids, as

well as electrical interference (tablet,

mobile phones, Wi-Fi), environmental

exposures, foods to eat and foods to

avoid and the bodies ability to resist

viral, fungal infections andmore.

It also includes the 17 different body

systems (like immune, gut, detoxifica-

tion, etc.) which are impacted by the

underlying nutritional relevancy indi-

cators.

The data is laid out in the charts and

tables of the report and is prioritized

to make it easy to understand. The

report also allows you to see first-

hand, the effects of the epigene- tic

influences at a body systems level

and use this in your consultation and

resulting protocol.

RELEVANT FOR 90DAYS

The Report is relevant for 90 days because our bodies

are constantly changing and adapting to the epigenetic

influences that can have an effect on our physiology.

Get your clients into a 90-day cycle and let them feel

the benefits. This brings significant preventative capa-

bilities for your clients, along with building your client

database.

Immune system challenges

Identifies crucial aspects ofgut support  

Highlights exposure to 4G and5G

TRAINING AND SUPPORT

You will be offered training and support by experienced

practitioners to get you up and running and to help you

build your core knowledge of the technologyand its ap-

plications in building immune system and nutritional

support.


